
- Unique Love: Doing the dishes 
- Morning Alarm: Harry Potter Theme Song 
- Mindfulness Practice: Placing clothes in my drawers side by side rather than on top of one another 
- Side Pursuit: Become left-handed; so far, I can eat, brush teeth, & wash dishes with my left hand 
- Fashion Niche: Wearing neon colored socks or those that feature sports teams / cities 
- Phone Fact: Turned off all phone “sounds” and “vibrations” six years ago and never turned them on since 
- Recent Life Addition: Writing down my dreams in a journal every morning 
- Go-To Study Habit: Putting myself on a timer when I work or study 
- Currently Learning: How to breathe properly through my nose 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Young man… tell me about your tennis.”  
 
These were the 7 words that changed the 
course of my life. It was a beautiful March 
day in the picturesque town of Vail, 
Colorado in early 2015, a day before the 
first of my three hip surgeries. As a high 
school junior & competitive tennis player, I 
had recently found out two months earlier 
that I needed surgery to address a hip 
condition in both hips. This is what landed 
me in Vail and in the hands of hip 
arthroscopy pioneer, Dr. Marc Philippon.  
 
When Dr. Philippon marched into that small 
hospital room on March 13th, 2015 to greet 
a high school tennis player with 7 words 
and a twinkle in his eye, something moved 
within my heart. It wasn’t just the fact that 
he made me feel like the most important 
person in the world during that 10-minute 
appointment. It wasn’t the genuine act of 
asking me questions about my love of 
tennis for the first 8 minutes of our 
appointment. It wasn’t even the decision to 

dramatically shift my surgery in order to 
address immediate pain concerns and joint 
stiffness. It was the fact that this man 
looked me in my 17-year-old eyes with an 
extraordinary love, compassion, and 
presence – a presence that communicated 
that I was not alone throughout this 
journey. When Dr. Philippon walked out of 
that Steadman Clinic room, my heart was 
on fire and a single thought settled in my 
head - “I want to be like this man.” 
 
5 years, 3 hip surgeries, and 1 college 
experience later, I am continuing my 
journey towards the medical field. A path 
centered around empowering others to live 
more authentically, courageously, and 
confidently in their lives. A journey focused 
on helping others realize they are not alone 
in this world. A motivation that began 
during the darkness of my freshman year of 
college. I am on this life journey to change 
the world not as a physician, speaker, or 
storyteller but as a “light” to others… just 
like Dr. Philippon was to me. 
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